## summer 2019 release
### product checklist

### stamps & coordinating lawn cuts

- A Little Sparkle
- A Little Sparkle Lawn Cuts
- Birthday Before ‘n Afters
- Birthday Before ‘n Afters Lawn Cuts
- Critter Chatter: Pets
- Keep on Swimming
- Keep on Swimming Lawn Cuts
- On the Beach
- On the Beach Lawn Cuts
- Peacock Before ‘n Afters
- Peacock Before ‘n Afters Lawn Cuts
- Reveal Wheel
- Friends & Family Sentiments
- Say What? Pets
- Say What? Pets Lawn Cuts
- Seahorsin’ Around
- Seahorsin’ Around Lawn Cuts
- Smooth Sailing
- Smooth Sailing Lawn Cuts

### lawn cuts

- Cake Slice Box
- Center Picture Window Card
- Center Picture Window Card Add-On
- Hammock and Trees
- Happy Summer Line Border
- Hello Border
- Just Stitching Double Rectangles
- Outside In Stitched Speech Bubbles
- Palm Tree Border
- Reveal Wheel
- Keep on Swimming Add-On
- Reveal Wheel Arc Frame Add-On
- Sandy Beach Accents
- Scalloped Treat Box
- Beach House Add-On
- Shadow Box Card
- Rainbow Add-On
- Slide on Over Waves
- Speech Bubble Backdrop
- Stitched Cupcake
- Stitched Simple Wavy Borders
- Stitched Speech Bubble Backdrop
- Stitched Speech Bubble Frames
- Sunray Backdrop
- Sunrise Backdrop
- Tiny Gift Box Cat Add-On
- Tropical Backdrop

### lawn fawndamentals

- Reveal Wheel Templates: Keep on Swimming
- Reveal Wheel Templates: Sweetest Flavor
- 12” clear ruler
- 6” clear ruler
- acetate

---

*find more checklists and other fun printables at lawnfawn.com/printables*